
Math 6321, Fall 2016
Due 28 October

Homework 4 – High-order Explicit Methods

All codes for this homework should be turned in via your personal Bitbucket repository, in a
folder named HW4. You must include a Makefile in that folder that will build all of your codes
for the assignment using only the command make.

1. Derive the Adams-Bashforth method having global accuracy O
(
h4

)
. Show all relevant

steps in your derivation.

2. In the files ab3.hpp and ab3.cpp, construct a C++ class that performs the method you
derived in problem 1, using fixed time steps, for a given initial value problem

y′(t) = f(t, y(t)), y(t0) = y0.

This class should have constructor

AB3Stepper(RHSFunction& frhs, std::vector<double>& y);

and evolution routine

std::vector<double> Evolve(std::vector(double)& tspan, double h,

std::vector<double>& y,

std::vector<double>& y1,

std::vector<double>& y2,

std::vector<double>& y3);

where the arguments to the constructor have their usual meaning, and the arguments to the
evolution routine are:

• tspan – the vector [ta, tb] denoting the time interval over which the method should evolve
the solution,

• h – the fixed time step size to use (you may assume that (tb − ta) is an integer multiple of
h),

• y – on input contains the approximate solution yh(ta), and on output should contain yh(tb),

• y1 – on input contains the approximate solution yh(ta− h), and on output should contain
yh(tb − h),

• y2 – on input contains the approximate solution yh(ta−2h), and on output should contain
yh(tb − 2h),

• y3 – on input contains the approximate solution yh(ta−3h), and on output should contain
yh(tb − 3h).



Write a single main() routine in a file prob2.cpp (your Makefile should generate an executable
named prob2.exe) that uses your AB3 method on the IVP

y′(t) = −e−ty(t), y(0) = 1, t ∈ [0, 5]

(note: this is the same IVP as in homework 2 ), and that performs the following tasks:

(a) Uses 6 different values of h – these should all be linearly stable and should all lie within
the asymptotic stability region for the method.

(b) Outputs the solution and absolute error every 1 unit of time, and accumulates these errors
to determine the maximum reported error for the time interval.

(c) For each value of h, output this maximum absolute error to the screen, and store it in a
vector for part (d).

(d) Using your stored error values, numerically estimate the order of convergence for your
method on this problem.

You will need more than just the single initial condition y(0) = 1 to begin time stepping with
your method. Use an ERK-4 method to generate the remaining approximate initial conditions,
{yh(h), yh(2h), yh(3h)}.

3. Under the assumptions that:

(a) an ERK-4 method is exactly as accurate as your AB-3 method, and

(b) the entire cost of an IVP solution is due to evaluations of the IVP right-hand side function,
f(t, y),

compare the cost of using your approach from problem 2 (ERK-4 for the missing initial condi-
tions, followed by AB-3) against the cost of just using ERK-4 for all time steps. Write formulas
to estimate the cost of each approach in terms of N . If N � 3, how much more/less efficient is
AB-3 as compared with ERK-4.

4. In the files adapt rkf.hpp and adapt rkf.cpp, convert your adaptive-step forward Euler
solver from homework 2 (or mine from lecture) to instead use the Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method
of order 5 (with embedding of order 4); the coefficients for this method are online at:

http://runge.math.smu.edu/arkode_dev/doc/guide/build/html/Butcher.html#fehlberg-6-4-5

This class should be named AdaptRKF, and its constructor and evolve routines should have
identical arguments as the adaptive forward Euler solver (with updated names):

AdaptRKF(RHSFunction& frhs, double rtol, double atol, std::vector<double>& y);

std::vector<double> Evolve(std::vector(double)& tspan, std::vector<double>& y);

http://runge.math.smu.edu/arkode_dev/doc/guide/build/html/Butcher.html#fehlberg-6-4-5


Your new class should separately store the the total number of failed steps and the total number
of successful steps. Both counters should be publicly accessible (see the provided adaptive for-
ward Euler solver for an example). If you are using your adaptive forward Euler solver, update
it to also store these separate counters.

Write a main() routine in the file prob4.cpp that applies both the adaptive forward Euler and
adaptive RKF solvers to the IVP

y′(t) = −y(t) + 2 cos(t), y(0) = 1, t ∈ [0, 10],

for the relative tolerances rtol = {10−4, 10−6, 10−8} and the absolute tolerances atol = rtol/100,
returning the approximate solutions with frequency dtout = 1. At each output time, compute
the relative error in the solution (but do not display). At the end of each set of tolerances (and
each solver), output the maximum overall relative error for the calculation, as well as the total
number of successful and failed time steps. On paper, discuss your results (efficiency, accuracy,
etc.).


